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HK ConstructionHK Construction



For the design solution the first task was to figure out how I can 
best utilize the negative space and draw inspiration from various 
construction materials. In the end I created a house using the H 
and K as the base with a roof over both of them together. I utilized 
the negative space of the H by adding a doorknob to symbolize the 
door of a house. This was a good start but was not enough. It need-
ed color. I wanted to something sleek and professional and ulti-
mately went with a deep blue and black gradient. For the business 
cards, I wanted to carry out that same gradient. I ended reversing 
out the gradient so that it was on the background and then the logo 
in the foreground was white. For the front, I wanted to evoke that 
same sleek and professional look so I broke up the space with a 
modern line that is transformed into a gradient. I then split both of 
those sides with contact info on one side and the logo on the other.

KH Construction is brand new to the construciton industry so the 
biggest challenge is how to make a new logo that resembles the name. 
How can I incorporate imagry of a house and construction materials 
while also utilizing negative space and the initials KH. Another chal-
lenge is creating a business card. This business card needs to fit the 
modern brand with hints of what the company does. 
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Sublify ApparelSublify Apparel



The goal was to create a custom “S” that adhered to the Sublify Brand 
that would go on a t-shirt. This S needed to be bold, bright, and fit the 
image of the brand. We shopped around for plenty of different S’s and 
came up with the one you see today. To make the shirt design stand 
out more, we added the SLY on top as well as 19 on the side. 

For the design solution there were a lot of different “S” type choices we 
played around with but at the end of the day, we found the letter you 
see in the work. I recreated the letter and added the horns and sly at the 
top as well as ‘19 in honor of the year the brand started.
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Sublify Apparel All-Seeing-EyeSublify Apparel All-Seeing-Eye



The challenge with this design was that the ad had to be inspired 
by an earlier shirt that was made while remaining a completely
different concept. 

For this design, I ended up borrowing the top of the All-Seeing-Eye 
pyramid top from our culture and borrowing concepts of shading from 
artists’ renditions and recreations of the human eye. I used gradients to 
capture depth of the eye as well as pupil and structure. Then, to make 
the eye stand out a bit more, Flames were added all around. Then fi-
nally, Sublify Apparel was added at the top in an Old English style and 
then Making Moves Since 2019 at the bottom which has long been the 
brand slogan. 
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The solution was to take a picture of Jennings’ dog Chief and vector-
ized him. I then spot colored different colors from Chief ’s coat and 
used those colors to create a nice contrast. 

Chief brand is created by Jennings Brower and he needed a logo that 
identifies with the meaning behind the logo which is one of Jennings’ 
first dogs Chief. For this logo, I vectorized Chief and then added a 
neutral color-scheme. This brand is aimed to spread positivity and kill 
hate with kindness.
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Simply CynthiaSimply Cynthia



The design solution was to take her ingredients that she uses in 
her products as inspiration for both the name as well as the logo. 
For the name, Simply Cynthia. Simply Cynthia resembles the sim-
plicity of the elements and ingredients that are used in her soaps 
and bodywashes and her name is Cynthia. For the logo, many 
different leaves were selected but in the end three simple leaves 
were chosen. This goes back to the natural aspect of her products. 
The typography includes the words simple in the Mao font. The C 
in Cynthia is taken out and made bigger and crosses over the y in 
simply. The C is a font called Alex’s Brush and the rest of Cynthia 
is Great Vibes. The packaging includes the logo as well as a body 
wash which is a font called Shree Devanagari 714. 

The design challenge was to brand a company that uses all natural 
ingredients to create soaps, bodywashes and chapstick. The compa-
ny will need a name, logo, and packaging. The packaging will be for 
bodywash, and chapstick. The challenge of this project is creating 
a logo for a brand new company that uses natural ingredients. This 
logo would not only need to resemeble the simplicity of the con-
tents inside each the chapstick as well as the body wash but would 
also appear natural and fresh. The logo would also have to translate 
well to the packaging for the body wash as well as the chapstick.
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DateCenterDateCenter



The design solution was to take the SportsCenter Logo and recrez-
te it with the words DateCenter instead. Once that logo was rec-
reated, the next task was to Create a badge with the DC just like 
Sportscenter has theirs. 

The client was in the process of making a video and wanted to 
make a series called DateCenter and needed a logo. The client 
wanted it to look exactly like Sportcenter but it to say DateCenter 
instead. The client wanted it spelled out in full and also as a badge. 
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Design SolutionDesign Solution
Inspired by the name of the city in which the storage units are located
in (Rock Rapids, Iowa), A river is designed to demonstrate the loca-
tion and play off the name of the company but also meant that whoev-
er uses these units are all at different times in their lives but they
are always on the move. A simple website was also constructed to dis-
play the prices for the various units as well as location information.

Storage companies come and go but they are always a constant.
Whether you are moving into your new home for the first time or
your a college kid in between moving, chances are there is a storage
unit available somewhere near you. The challenge in this project is
how to make storage units, in particular Rock River Storage, an eye
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Permission SkateshopPermission Skateshop
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For this design, I took the image he gave me of the rollercoaster that 
had a few letters in it that I could use, mainly the P and the E. Every 
other letter in Permission was created by me to match those letters 
that had already been selected. The original letters had movement 
behind them and the client wanted those to continue on his new de-
sign. 

Permission Skateshop is located in Jacksonville Beach, Fl.
They are skater-owned and operated and have been in business
since 2018. They needed a custom font created in the roller coaster
pattern you see in my artwork. This would be going on t-shirts.
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Design ChallengeDesign Challenge
The E-commerce business is booming. It seems that there are a new
payment type app or company everyday. These businesses stand apart 
from one another with catchy names and cool designs and colors. 
The design challenge relys on effectively creating a series of ads in 
order to help sell a new online platform.

I keep coming back to the main focal point which is there brand 
tagline, “Make Cash Flow”. I started with thinking about how I could 
use this to my advantage and started looking at sheets of money as a 
watermark wallpaper. They liked the idea but wanted something that 
features more security and less about printing money. All the info 
was supplied online and with looking at other ads online of the same 
types of products, I was able to create a new series of ads that will sell 
this product.
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Making Cash flow for ESCA Members
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sales@ippay.com
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www.ippay.com

Merchant Accounts

Start Accepting PaymentsFor 
Your Business Today with An 
IPpay Merchant Account!

IPpay was founded to solve Card-Not-Present (CNP) issues for recurring payments. 
IPpay’s platform provides simple implementation and seamless integration that allows 
merchants to benefit without negative impact to Cardholders. 

IPpay was founded to solve Card-Not-Present (CNP) issues for recurring payments. 
IPpay’s platform provides simple implementation and seamless integration that allows 
merchants to benefit without negative impact to Cardholders. 

With IPpay, you can enjoy features like:With IPpay, you can enjoy features like:

No Early Termination Fees

Free Tokenization

Card-Not-Present Speciality

Lowest Gateway Fees in the Industry

IPpay offers month-to-month agreements, no early 
termination fees, a low to zero cost gateway fee, 
Tokenization, expired card billing services and 
uninterrupted recurring transactions.
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IPpay
Full Fledged EFT Provider

Born In the WISP Industry

Now Serving Canada

Expert Account Management

On-Call Support Team

Our Mission is to provide reliable, secure, and 
cost-effective merchant payment services for 
Card Not Present, Recurring Payments along 
with Leasing and Processing Advance Loans 
that support our global customer’s growth and 
profitability. 

PHONE
EMAIL
CONTACT

(561) 469-0689
sales@ippay.com
www.ippay.com

Contact Us Today!Contact Us Today!
561-469-0689561-469-0689
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Crafts-type businesses are booming and are the next best thing in this 
day in age. With so many businesses sprouting, it is hard to create a 
brand that will stand out. The main challenge was to help establish
a brand that evokes a quality unlike any other and that sticks out 
among the competition. A logo needed to be created as well as brand-
ing materials (business cards).

Inspired by many craftsman-type logos, I drew inspiration on the 
tools that craftsman use and how to link them all together. For the 
business card, I wanted something that not only evoked a a crafts-
man type aesthetic while also having a utilitarian design. To achieve 
this goal, I created a business card that had a sheet metal look and 
it appears like the logo has been punched in the business card. Not 
only does the logo have a 3-D effect but the business card has to-scale 
measurements that can be used as a ruler.
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SoDak TransportSoDak Transport



One of the biggest challenges for the artwork was how to invoke the 
concept of shipping into the logo. The logo needs to represent the 
business and be straight-forward so that people can understand the 
concept behind the work.

Design ChallengeDesign Challenge

Design SolutionDesign Solution
For this logo, I ended up designing a road that cuts through SoDak 
and transport service llc. I went with a bold yet subtle color scheme 
that would stand out but not overwhelm the viewer. One color that 
had to be chosen was yellow and orange since those colors are used 
for signage as well as the road that is being driven. This logo also 
maintains the concept and is still visible once scaled-down. This logo 
is text heavy with bits of imagery (the road) breaking the head and 
subhead.
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Diamond View ApartmentsDiamond View Apartments



One of the biggest challenges for the artwork was to create a logo 
evoking a more traditional look while also playing off where the 
apartments are located which is right next to a baseball field. The logo 
needs to contain a script font and also have baseball imagery. 

Design ChallengeDesign Challenge

Design SolutionDesign Solution
For this logo, I ended up creating a baseball diamond for the back-
ground as a sort of shield with basbeball bats going diagonally across 
it in opposite directions. I wanted the font to be more script since 
script fonts are often associated with a more traditional time. I want-
ed to play off the baseball diamond even further so I appropriate the 
baseball to replace the “O” in Diamond. The bats needed tape so I 
added some lines to symbolize that. I chose red and white for the col-
or scheme because that is reminiscent of the larchwood baseball team 
that uses the field as their home field. 
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Apex Golf Co.Apex Golf Co.



The hard part in this one was to create a brand that sells other peo-
ples electronic walking golf carts. This logo had to represent the 
brand. The logo had to stand out from the existing brand they were 
under which is Bat Caddy. 

Design ChallengeDesign Challenge

Design SolutionDesign Solution
I used some illustrator magic and created a white outline of one of 
the carts. I then appropriated the cart for the negative space of the 
A. The second task was to create a business card. This business card 
has to be eye-catching while also giving clear concise information. I 
wanted do incorporate aspects of golfing in the logo so I added the 
dimple texture in the background with a vectorized cart and grass on 
the back. This appropriation of materials not only creates a clear con-
cept but also highlights a specifiic cart, (X4R) which is one of the best 
selling electronic walking golf carts on the market. 
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Thank you for taking a look at my portfolio.
 -Alex Steers


